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I’m recovering from a 
brain injury 

Sometimes my words don’t work! 



What is a scientific workflow? 

TRANSFORMATION INPUT OUTPUT 

’in silico’ experiments 
 
Can be automated 
 
Can be reused 
 
Workflow platforms 

Computational methods to process, analyse, and model scientific data 



Input Step Decision 

Decision 
Step Output 

Step Output 

Step Step Output 

Input Step Step Step Output 

Transformations 



Sharing and reuse 

Workflows are ideal for sharing and building 
upon in theory, but lots of studies have shown 
that workflows need additional data and context 
to make them reusable. 

Even with additional materials, still can’t understand it without having the original 
software. Issues with access to O/S, correct version, underlying software stack, 
licenses, hardware, lack of skills, and so on. 



An	  email	  arrived	  with	  a	  workflow	  file	  
a3ached,	  an	  excel	  file,	  and	  this	  blurry	  picture	  
of	  the	  workflow.	  The	  email	  provided	  a	  
sentence	  explaining	  where	  the	  input	  data	  was	  
derived,	  but	  no	  explana@on	  about	  what	  the	  
workflow	  was	  doing	  or	  how	  it	  worked!	  
	  

Chemical compounds, 
identifiers, names, and lots and 

lots of numbers! 

An example of the problem.. 



What can we capture that might help? 

Research Objects and Workflow Packages 
Still the problem of relying on access to the execution environment and a 
disconnection between the underlying configuration and the workflow  



An Interactive Workflow Visualisation 

Context metadata 

Background & design 
information 

Workflow flowchart 

Configuration info 

Info about flow of data 

Links to data files 

• Using KNIME 



An example workflow in KNIME 



Visualise Workflow (Subflow) Node 



Constructing an interactive visualisation 





Workflow Provenance 



Design information 



The Workflow 



The Flow of Data (PMML doc) 



The Flow of Data (PNG Img) 



The Flow of Data (Table data) 



Node Provenance 



Node configuration 



‘Get Data’ node and setting the directory for storing data 



Links to data 



Links to data (2) 



Limitations for KNIME 



Futures for KNIME 

Export visualisation? 
 
Export Workflow package? 



Automatic packaging of Research Objects 



Current Workflow 
Example 

Other platforms: VisTrails 

Provenance trails  
for previous 
workflow runs 

Trail for user changes 
to workflow 



Workflow with annotation 

Other platforms: Kepler 



For reusability and understandability, the workflow is 
only as good as the documentation and context provided! 



Thanks for listening! 
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